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A. Write the correct words in the blanks.
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1. Sadly,

my mother has high .................... .

2. Today,

less than 40 ..................... of people live in villages.

B. Fill in the blanks with right words.(One word is extra)
(range/popular /exist /depressed/physical/diet/need)
1.Youn need to have vitamins in your…….
3

2. We work
3. I was
4. In

very hard to meet the ……… of our workers .

……….at the thoughts of all works ahead.

this shop prices ……… from 10 to 50 dollars.

5. There is

no sign that life …………. on other planets

6.This artist is quite ………. among young people.
C . Match the following definitions in column (A) with the words in column (B).
A

2

B

1. Society ( )

a. to form a thing, amount or number

2. Calm ( )

b. large group of people who lives together

3. Recent ( )

c. to be different from each other

4. Make up ( )

d without worry
e. happening a short time ago

D. Choose the correct response.
1. I met Mary at the party yesterday, and we ……… numbers. However, I don’t think I call
her.

a. enjoyed
b. belonged
c. exchanged
d. ranged
2. You should light a ……….. instead of running away from the darkness. No one can give
you brightness.
a. sign
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b. slice

c. price

d. candle

3. A recent research shows that deadly Coronavirus may ….. before the development of a
vaccine.
a. surprise

b. protect

c. disappear

d. defend

4. This product is a safe and excellent natural protective that its economic …. is higher than
the other ones.
a. belief
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b. price

c. region

E. Odd one out.
1. a. French

b. Russian

c. Asia

d. English

2. a. emotional

b. natural

c. mental

d. physical

d. value

F. Use the correct form of the verbs in the parentheses.
1. This is the second time you …… your pencil at school.(lose)
2. He’s ……. two letters so far.( write)
2 3. They …….(move) to new house two years ago.
4. My brothers ……… (watch) this movie yet.
G. Use A FEW , FEW, A LITTLE, MANY, MUCH to fill in the blanks. (one item is extra)
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1. This

city is very small. There are only ……..houses.
2. We have a lot of tea but we do not have .................... sugar.
3. The museum was very crowded. There were too .................... people.
4.We are in hurry. We have only ………. time.
H. Rearrange the following words to make meaningful sentences.
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1. can /

skim / you/ the topic / to / the passage / identify.
2.Sara / the park / always / in / the morning / runs / in
I. Choose the best answer.
1.An endangered language is … that has very few … and may soon not exist.
1) language – speakers
2 3) a language – speaker

2) a language – speakers
4) language – speaker

2-The sixty-year-old pilot has to fly one … every year, which is why he is going to quit his job.
1) hundred thousand kilometer
3) hundred thousand kilometers

2) hundred thousands kilometer
4) hundreds thousand kilometers

3.we have eaten two ……. of bread for breakfast
I ) loaf

2) loafs

3) love

4) loaves

4.She has cleaned the rooms since she ……… in the morning.
1)has got up
2) gets up
3) got up
4)get up
J.Put (s) for subject, (v) for verb, (o) for object and (AI) for adverb in the sentence
1. We always have math on Mondays and Wednesdays.
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K. Cloze Test.
Language is important because it is one of the main ways to … (1) … and interact with other
people around us. It keeps us in contact with other people. Learning English is very important
because it is the international language and has become the most important language to people in
…(2)… parts of the world. It is most widely used in communicating around the world. Also, it is
2 spoken as the first language in … (3) … countries. English is playing a major role in many sections
… (4) … education, medicine, engineering and business. There are many reasons that make
English the most important language in the world.
1- 1) suggest 2) follow
3) communicate
4) decide
2- 1) some
2)little
3) a little
4) much
3- 1) a little 2) much
3) little
4) many
4-1) when
2) such
3) like
4) while
L. Reading Comprehension.
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Healthy food is good for you. You need it for shiny hair and strong bones .You need it so you can
grow tall and feel good .The best part about healthy food is that it is tasty! You can find grains in
bread and rice. You should eat four servings of grains every day. Milk, cheese, and yogurt are also
important .These will give you strong bones. Meat, beans, fish and nuts give your body iron and
protein. You can also eat an egg or some peanut butter to help keep your body healthy. Fruit and
vegetables are good to eat .Eat many kinds each week, like green and light vegetables. Chips and
cookies are tasty, but try to eat rarely .When you eat healthy food, your body will be stronger! But
don’t forget to exercise. “A healthy diet” without exercise doesn’t have enough influence on you.
-Write a complete answer for question.
How many servings of grains is enough in a day?

1.

Choose the correct answer.
2.
Healthy food will make you ……………. .
1) tasty
2) strong
3) unhealthy
3. What kind of vegetables should you eat each week?
1) many kinds 2) one kind 3) green vegetables
4) light vegetable
-True or False?
4.There is no need to do exercise. ( true - false )
5.You can eat peanut butter to be healthy. (true - false )

Good luck

4) sick

